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Abstract 
Any policy is institutionalized mainly through the constitution, laws, acts and annual Messages to the people, etc. As a result of it 
the political communication presented by such genre as the message of the president, has huge impact on public consciousness 
and formation of political dispositions of citizens. "Modernization" in texts of Messages of the President of Kazakhstan allows to 
state the discourse analysis of a concept carried out by us: first, the carried-out content analysis testifies to an increasing role of 
political communication where a concept "modernization" can be discoursed. Secondly, use of this concept in texts of messages 
achieves the communicative objectives, in other words it serves to the idea of association of society. Thirdly, concept use 
"modernization" in texts of Messages is designated by the main priorities of development of Kazakhstan which become a basis 
for realization of a task of entry of the Republic of Kazakhstan into number of top 30 developed countries of the world. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of Academic World Research and Education Center. 
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1. Introduction 
This article-is a research of a concept of "modernization" in relation to the political phenomenon which is 
connected with a chain of political, economical, and culturological changes. This concept is analyzed from the point 
of view of its conceptual sphere, reflected in a discourse of Messages of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
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Modern economical, political and cultural realities of Kazakhstan had impact on development of world economy 
in a certain degree. The created modern Kazakhstan community, changes it quicker, than all discoveries of former 
centuries. Speed and depth of changes throw down a challenge to abilities of a person and mankind to be guided in a 
surrounding world, and demand to designate coordinates of an endured stage, as appropriate to adapt the 
consciousness. Promptly changing world finds its reflection in a language picture of the world. 
Attempts to explain the value of a concept of modernization appear in politics, sociology, history and other social 
sciences. 
The purpose of the work is: research of a concept of modernization and its sphere of concept according to the  
materials of annual Messages of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
Subject of this research is the modernization concept. Research methods: cognitive and discourse approach which 
is connected with the conceptual, and frame analysis. As the main method we used the quantitative content analysis 
of the word chosen by us in all messages from 1998 to 2014. The quantitative amount of nouns and adjectives was 
analyzed, however verbs, participles weren't taken into account because of a high probability of their use in different 
contexts. 
Object of the research –is the discourse presented by contents of Messages of the President of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan to the people of Kazakhstan. 
These contents of Messages of the President of the Republic of Kazakhstan to the people of Kazakhstan represent 
a discourse as they are always modern and dynamic and are perceived by participants of communication in a context 
of occurring events. 
In political communication language is the tool used to understand political phenomena. One of such tools is – a 
concept. Modern researcher Maslova has analysed some definitions of a concept, and allocated its following 
invariant signs. First, the concept is the smallest unit of human experience in its ideal representation. It’s put into 
words and has a field structure. Secondly, it is one of the main forms of processing, storaging and transfering 
knowledge. Thirdly, concept has mobile borders and specific functions. Fourthly, concept is socialized, its 
associative field causes its pragmatics. Fifthly, it is an integral part of the culture. This means that concept is an a 
idea of the person about surrouding world which, in turn, forms conceptual system and is coded in the word of this 
system (Baranov, Mikhaylov, Satarov, Shipova, 2004). 
On one hand concept covers both denotationand the connotation contens of the word, on another hand it reflects 
ideas of carriers of this culture about character of this phenomenon. Thus the meaning behind the word, is taken in 
variety of its associative communications. The concept depends on a point of view of the speaker. 
Each power can be given its language characteristics.  Therefore, in the process of studying a political discourse 
the most important is the analysis of "power language", or "a power discourse".  
In dictionaries the term "message" is explained as "written address of the statesman (or public organization) to 
another (or to other organization) on any important political question". The genre of the message of the president 
gained distribution in a modern history of Kazakhstan. This genre has institutional character. A speaker "acts as the 
representative of a certain social institute and as the carrier of a certain social status that predetermines observance of 
the established status, role and situational and communicative standarts" (Chudinov, 2012) 
1. Concept of "modernization" in a modern politological context. The concept of modernization defines two types 
of society: traditional and new (modern society). Aprocess of transition from traditional to modern is called 
modernization (Chilkot, 2014). 
The idea of modernization relies on the idea of progress. If we use the word "modernization", certainly, we mean 
a certain forward process. As a rule, the word "modernization" associates with the following definitions: 
development, growth, evolution. It is one-semantic system of concepts. Therefore, when we speak about an 
unconditional positive of modernization, we rely on very important basicapproach. We agree with the idea that 
human society develops, progresses, evolves, grows and everything becomes better and better. 
In a political discourse "modernization" is a peculiar linguistic code. By means of it in mass consciousness the 
ideas of main objectives of the state transformations in the sphere of economy, policy, social security are accented. 
The "modernization" code allows to transfer multidimensional content of reformatory provisions for the perception 
of a simple citizen to the plane of the relations in society – the state without the change of a cultural code, without 
denying national identity. 
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Appeal of a concept "modernization" is caused by transformations which happen in the Kazakhstan political 
discourse here for more than 20 years. One of the positive results of modern state transformations in Kazakhstan is 
preservation by civil society of respect for democratic values. As the statistics shows, for many Kazakhstan citizens 
priorities are rights and freedoms such as a freedom of speech, movement, the rights for a personal initiative, etc. 
Freedom, human rights, justice and democracy are habitual for the Kazakhstan political rhetoric "nodal points". 
Leaning on them, the theory of modernization becomes more clear in the opinion of the Kazakhstan citizens. 
For many citizens of any country "modernization" is a comprehensive reforming. Its main objective is to provide 
a new qualitative standard of living of the population. "Modernization" in mass consciousness of the simple citizen 
represents the sum of such components, as economy of knowledge, innovation and innovative development. They, in 
turn, create the feeling of opportunity to get additional social guarantees, to raise welfare and social security. 
Therefore, diversity of perception of a modernization paradigm helps to estimate occurring political changes at the 
same time from several points of view. First, with the economic point of view that means the analysis of 
technological, investment, external economic policy.Secondly, the sociological analysis to consider structural 
differentiation of social systems, valuable transformations of transitional societies, etc. Thirdly, the politological 
aspect - the analysis of a problem of the statement of a democratic political regime. Modernization gives 
opportunity, both to citizens of the country, and the ruling power to estimate extent of impact of many reforms on 
parameters of functioning of this society. According to opinions of modern political scientists, it is the only model 
which allows to coordinate at the same time politological, economic and sociological approaches, and, so to 
systematize all occurring changes in a field of one ideological concept. 
 
2. Methods 
Concept "modernization" and its value in texts of annual Messages of the President of the country to the people 
of Kazakhstan. 
Modernization is a process of a change of something according to present requirements, transition to more perfect 
conditions, by means of an input of different new updatings. 
So, being guided by statistical data the word "modernization" during the period since 1998 to 2013 it was used 
101 times. It stays in the same row with such concepts as "growth" - 139, safety - 158, reform - 113, future-89. 
Below we present the table in which we specify in what years most actively this concept in Messages to the 
people of Kazakhstan was used. 
 
Table 1. Concept for people in the epistles 
 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
Modernization 0 0 4 2 0 2 5 7 9 15 
Innovation 0 1 0 0 0 8 5 5 2 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Modernization 
 
6 4 5 8 9 22 3 
Innovation 0 0 7 7 10 11 9 
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Apparently, this concept was most actively used in 2007 (15 times) and 2013 (22 times). This circumstance is most 
likely connected with the maximum volume of the document. Relative communication is alse traced by the fact that 
economic growth in 2007 reached the peak value at the expense of high prices of oil on world trading floors. This 
word wasn't used in Messages of 1998, 1999, 2002. Probably, at an initial stage of development it was necessary to 
lift economy of Kazakhstan on due world level. In 2002 development of the village (aul) for the next 2003 - 2005 
was one of the main reference points. For this reason, in our opinion, in 2002 there are no mentions of this word. 
 
 
 
Figure -1. Schematic quality Concept "Modernization" 
 
 
 
 
         The analysed materials of Messages allowed us to define so called conceptual qualifiers of a concept 
"modernization", under with which Oleshkov suggests to understand as "the financially expressed verbal units (word 
forms, statements, etc.), providing conceptual basis of communication" (Oleshkov, 2009).  We distributed them into 
two associative zones that are included in space of a cultural concept "modernization". The related zones are 
"economy" (including production, construction, etc.), and "state". 
 
Table 2.  The concept reception of lexical repetition of a key lexeme "modernization" 
 
 
Economy State 
1) Social modernization - new social policy; modernizations of 
housing and communal services; we must continue modernization of 
education; it is necessary to carry out large-scale modernization of 
water - warm, electro - and gas supply systemsthe extent of the 
modernized networks will make over 31000 around the country by 
2015. Having carried out tasks of ten directions of socially - economic 
modernization, we will strengthen economy, we will stabilize our 
society, we will increase welfare of our people. 
2) In the modern world it is a radical question of social and economic 
modernization; an important question of modernization -  is 
simplification of administrative procedures; a modernization of 
judicial and law-enforcement systems; one of important questions of 
modernization – resolute fight against corruption, etc.  
1) Modernization is the central question of activity of new Parliament 
and the Government, all responsible forces of Kazakhstan – parties, 
public associations, creative and labor unions, the mass media, all 
patriots of our country. 
2) We had to carry out threefold modernization: to build the state and 
to make a break in market economy, to lay the foundation of the social 
state, to reconstruct public consciousness  
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Stilistic means of updating of a cultural concept modernization - the repetition, parallel designs, rhetorical 
questions.  
In these examples the concept modernization is connected Rate of a mention of the word "modernization" in the 
Message of 2013 it is possible to explain that according to a rating of national welfare of the countries which 
prepares independent research institute Legatum together with Oxford Analytica and Gallup World Poll Service 
Kazakhstan costs on the 47th place. The confidence of the President of correctness elected ways, is supported also 
with the fact that the International Monetary Fund (IMF) included Kazakhstan in top ten countries with the most 
fast-growing economy. This circumstance testifies the exclusive investment appeal of the republic. 
3. Conclusion 
Any policy is institutionalized mainly through the constitution, laws, acts and annual Messages to the people, etc. 
As a result of it the political communication presented by such genre as the message of the president, has huge 
impact on public consciousness and formation of political dispositions of citizens. "Modernization" in texts of 
Messages of the President of Kazakhstan allows to state the discourse analysis of a concept carried out by us: first, 
the carried-out content analysis testifies to an increasing role of political communication where a concept 
"modernization" can be discoursed. Secondly, use of this concept in texts of messages achieves the communicative 
objectives, in other words it serves to the idea of association of society. Thirdly, concept use "modernization" in 
texts of Messages is designated by the main priorities of development of Kazakhstan which become a basis for 
realization of a task of entry of the Republic of Kazakhstan into number of top 30 developed countries of the world. 
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